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PRODUITS OU MACHINES
Essence is a leading suppliers and premier resource for Fluid Power Control Products as well as Specialized Lifting, Handling Solutions for all your
Material Handling needs. We shall be honored to be associated with your organization and are sure to come up to your expectation by virtue of our
reliable and quality proven products which are as below.

Fluid Power Control Automation Products

PRESSURE Series:

Pressure Switches, Mechanical / Electronical
Pressure Transmitters
Pressure Gauges (Digital)

TEMPERATURE Series:

Temperature Switches, Mechanical / Electronical
Temperature Transducers

LEVEL Series:

Level Switches, Single/Multi
Tank Level Indicating Systems
Bypass Level Indicators
Ultrasonic Level Switches

FLOW Series:

Flow Switches
Flow Meters

Other Products:

Ultra Violet Flame Sensors
Strip Charts (for all types of Recorders)

Oriental Motor Series:

Essence offers Oriental AC motors operates by simply connecting a capacitor and supplying power from a commercial power source. There are two
basic types of AC motors: standard induction motors that run continuously and reversible motors that allow for bi-directional operation. AC motors with
additional functionality are also available. These types of motors include: electromagnetic brake motors to hold loads in a power-off situation; clutch &
brake motors for quick starts and stops; synchronous motors and low-speed synchronous motors for a fixed speed in synchronization with the power
frequency; watertight motors for applications were the motor is splashed or washed with water and torque motors for tension control and winding
applications.

Specialized Lifting, Handling Solutions

Essence has been supplying lifting & handling systems wide range of Compact MS/SS lifting Machines specifically designed for the Food, Dairy,
Pharmaceutical, Chemical and Medical processing Industries. The range of mobile lifting machines with models featuring both manual and powered
propulsion.

Skid Lifter
Mobile Lift Tables
Mobile Work Positioner
Super Low and Compact Lift Tables
Heavy Duty Lift Tables
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Stainless Steel Pallets & Tables

We always understood the importance of developing lasting relationships with customers. A combined product offering brings about many more
opportunities to serve the customer better and across many more industries worldwide.

Let us prove what we could do for you. Just contact us and we will help you all the way, we could. 
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